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218 5 Ways to Improve Children's Understanding of Length Measurement
Mi Yeon Lee and Dionne Cross Francis
These activities can support elementary school teachers in building students' conceptions of measurement.

226 Selecting and Sequencing Students' Solution Strategies
Reflect and Discuss
Erin M. Meikle
For orchestrating whole-class discussions, note these suggestions to fine tune problem-solving techniques into cognitively challenging tasks.

236 Writing Code to Assess Geometric Reasoning
Chris A. Bolognese
Engage students and promote thinking in a student-centered environment that is rich with technology.

244 Paper Plate Fractions: The Counting Connection
Ann McCoy, Joann Barnett, and Tammy Stine
Try an activity that was designed to help third graders organize their thinking about rational number notation by connecting to well-established, whole-number routines.
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Initiating a community collaboration across the pre-K–grade 16 continuum
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Pedro’s kitchen tiles

212 problem solvers: solutions
Which lake is bigger?

216 math by the month
Finding math in reading and science

252 iSTEM
Redesigning Caesar’s Wheel with a modeling perspective

258 reviewing and viewing
Mindsets, modeling, and math for all seasons

264 postscript
Screencasting in the math classroom

in the next issue

Identifying students’ misconceptions in fraction operations is an essential step in crafting effective instructional choices that lead all students to full understanding. Next month’s cover story, “Backing Up and Moving Forward in Fractional Understanding,” by Angela T. Barlow, Alyson E. Lischka, James C. Willingham, and Kristin S. Hartland, demonstrates how the use of a well-crafted opening problem can provide a reassessment of students’ fraction knowledge and assist teachers in determining next steps for instruction.
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2018 Annual Perspectives in Mathematics Education